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Abstract
This bachelor degree work explores textile print with illusionary qualities, and aims to challenge
the viewers visual perception and ideas of reality. With focus on creating three-dimensional
illusionary prints the motive is to question how we evaluate design in relation to society and
expected imagery. By working with the techniques of weaving, digitally developed print and
transfer printing techniques this work strives to create an opportunity for the viewer to expand
their idea of reality.

Keywords:
3D textiles, Optical illusion, Textile illusion,
Three-dimensional illusion, Transfer print, Primary colors.
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2 Introduction to the field
2.1 Optical illusion
Optical illusions can be defined as something that tricks the eye in to seeing something that really is
not there, a movement, shape or depth. According to Wang and Wang (2012), optical illusions have
an impact on the viewers emotional state due to the visual experience causing a discrepancy
between the visual cognition and the actual state of the optical illusion.

2.2 Cognitive reality
Do we see reality as it really is? The man in the street does not ordinarily trouble himself about what
is ‘real’ to him and about what he ‘knows’ unless he is stopped short by some sort of problem. He
takes his ‘reality’ and his ‘knowledge’ for granted (Berger & Luckmann 1966, p. 14.).

According to neuroscientists; a third of the brain’s cortex is engaged in visual activity, and that we
create all of the objects, colours and motion that we visually come in contact with. Therefore, we
construct our reality and what we actually see. An example of this is seen in figure one and two.
In the first picture there are circular shapes broken up by lines placed randomly within the picture.
And to a comparison, se figure two, where the circles have been slightly re-arranged, and now one
can see a 3D box appear with in the arranged circles. Obviously the three dimensional box does not
exist, and therefore the 3D box is a construction in our minds.

Figure 1 and 2 (Hoffman 2015)
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In the recent year the phenomenon of the black and blue or gold and white colored dress went viral,
causing a debate worldwide. Which group perceived the color accurately? See picture 2. Studies
show that the different groups had different areas in the brain that responded when being
confronted with the dress, and therefore they perceived it differently. The study also revealed that
the dress also evoked an immediate perception also called “vision at a glance” (Schlaffke, Golisch,
Haag, Lenz, Heba, Lissek, Schmidt-Wilcke, Eysel & Tegenthoff 2015). These kind of mechanisms are
the same being activated when confronted with optical illusion that is a result of our mental
perception; what we know from previous experience and knowledge, and what the brain then
interprets as “the right” response. (Schlaffke, et al.,2015)

Picture 1

Next, Olafur Eliasson talks about perception and reality in relation to art, who and what decides what
reality is. How can one use art as a tool for changing the boarders to how we receive and consume
art; through actively integrating the receiver with the actual space or art piece. Changing the
boarders of who are the receiver and the author of the space. When the visitor or receiver has to
actively think of the actions one takes when being in that space; it changes how we think and act.
Therefore we as receivers construct our own realities. (Eliasson, 2009)

Trumpe loei’l is a technical term that translates in to “a trick of the eye”, and can be defined as an
expression that is meant to be perceived as realistic and therefore creates an illusion of something
actually being three-dimensional with dept. (Bowles & Isaacs 2009, p.17)
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3 Background
How can one let the viewer design and decide; what is real? Can one and how does one integrate the
viewer in the outcome of the design? Is it possible for a designer to partially let go of the control of
how the design is received? As mentioned in the chapter above, when creating an opportunity to
think actively of a space or object, will it change our perception of how we see our surroundings and
our own definition of reality? This idea took its form during the pre-study of this project.
A pre-study was formed around literature studies on the subjects colour theory, form and sociology.
The questions that emerged were; how and why we see things; how do we perceive colours and
shape.
What do we see and to what extent do factors such as norms, esthetic standards and inherited
knowledge affect how we are influenced by objects and design? Can the design in itself momentarily
change our perception of our surrounding and reality?
Due to these questions, the research took its turn into optical art, illusion and design.
By working with abstract shapes and primary colours that are easily recognizable as tools to reach
out to the viewer. Albers writes that it is impossible to remember specific shades of colour, yet
people in general will have a clear visual in their mind if they are given a specific color to think of,
only that the color that they are thinking of is going to differ from person to person.
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3.1 Aim
The aim of the work is to explore the possibilities to extend the amount of time a viewer has to use
when deciding what is real and what is illusion in a textile print.
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3.2 Motive and Idea
The motive is to create an opportunity for the viewer to have an extended
amount of time of evaluation. By creating print in relation to two-dimensionality
and three-dimensionality the idea is to create surfaces that mimic or resemble
one another. When having a surface that holds both qualities of twodimensionality and three-dimensionality; that imitates the same expression; will
it deceive the viewer into thinking that the different types of surfaces have the
same qualities, not being different from one another? The idea is to build and
create a textile with the illusion of it being a three dimensional piece of cloth.
As seen in the examples below; picture 3, 4 and 5, there is an air of illusion, it is
appearing to be a three dimensional, but it does not hold the qualities of
mimicking a form or shape we see in our everyday lives. Such as a creased textile.
Picture 2

The effect of having sculptured parts integrated in a flat surface is something that
Tobias Rehberger has done during his exhibition
“Home and Away and Outside” at Schirn Kunsthalle in Frankfurt 2014,
see picture 3. When the installation is viewed from the front the piece is seen as a
flat surface with the illusion of it being a flat print with illusionary properties. But
when viewed from the side, when the viewer moves around the piece it is clear
that there are actual three-dimensional parts which is mimicking the illusion.
When having to create a surface or print that is mimicking reality one has to find
a type of imagery that holds the illusion of it being real, as in three dimensional.
Bridget Riley practices this technique in her art, where abstract form creates
surfaces that seem to move, flow and have qualities of depth. In her work
“Provocative Current” from 1965, see picture 4. The created motion mimics a
textile like surface, where the eye has to prolong the time of looking,, since the
positioning of the lines creates a discrepancy between the visual cognition and
the actual state of the optical illusion.
When applying a combination of these techniques with in the field of textiles,
could one achieve the same effect of illusion? Using the characteristics of a threedimensional textile surface and creating a trick of the eye, an illusion of volume or
a combination of both illusion and three-dimensionality.
The idea is therefore to put these types of expressions in a textile context.

Picture 4

Combinations of textiles and illusion do exist, yet there is seldom a combination
of illusion and actual three dimensionality within the same piece.
Samantha Bittman is a textile artist whose art includes both textiles and optical
illusions, see picture 5. Bittmans work is oriented in woven textiles, and the art
pieces consist of woven structures with a three-dimensional feel due to its
binding. The creation of illusion is successful yet there is potential to create yet
another step, which is the aim of this project.
Picture 5
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4 Method
This project has its base in the exploration of the likeness and difference between three-dimensional
textile surfaces and printed patterns consisting of the illusion of three –dimensionality. To fully
explore and gain the capacity to create mimicking surfaces the development has followed a practical
based working method (Koskinen, 2011). A simultaneous progress is the key to fully gaining the
properties of the pieces. The decisions regarding bindings, pattern and form are made in a dialect
perspective to gain and explore a maximized outcome.

4.1 Research
First and foremost the base with in this project is grounded on the literary research with in the field
of print and 3Deffects, shape, colour theory and perception and to some extent sociology, done
during the pre-study of this work.

4.2 Visual Concept development
The first step was to create guidelines regarding the concept to follow based on colour, shape and
movement, guidelines was set, forming a working method. The guidelines were set regarding the
constituents of form and color.

4.3 Form
Working with graphical form, specifically the square. The square was chosen due to its recognizable
form and its buildable properties (Hann, 2013), optimizing the chance of creating “landscapes” and
structured curves (Munari, 2011).

4.4 Color
The chosen colors are the primary colors blue, yellow and red. The colors are in this project seen as a
tool, to make it easier for the viewer to focus on other properties than the color itself.
The motivation for this is to neutralize and make the colours anonymous. This decision was made
because of the way colour is seen in society and what different types of shades represent; their
cultural meanings and their symbolic value. By using the primary colors that also optimizes the
chance of getting the wanted 3D illusion the thought is that it is easier to distance oneself from the
influence of color, having to evaluate the other properties of the created piece, when the colors are
bright and unblended. (Gage, 1995, p. 79)
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4.5 Technical working development

Figure 3

4.5.1 Technical pattern development
Working with graphical patterns consisting of squares, the squares was chosen because of it
recognizable shape. (Munari, 2011, p.5)
4.5.2 Technical print development
The prints are constructed by, as a first step, making a flat repeated graphical print. The second step
of this is then to crease and form the printed textiles and as a third step constructing a new graphical
pattern with the illusion of a crease or wrinkle.
4.5.3 Technical weaving development
The bindings are developed to maximize the ability to shape and sculpt the fabric, it being important
that the material stays in the wanted shape or positioning. This is done due to the wanted effect of
illusion, making the reality and the mirage to appear as a like as possible. Lengthening the viewer’s
time of evaluation.
4.5.4 Finishing
When the constructed patterns are finished, they are printed on either the constructed weaved
fabric or a plain fabric. When printed on the woven fabric the last step is sculpting and forming parts
of the textile.
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4.6 Analysis of pre-study
A pre- study of the examination work is based on literature studies with in the fields of colour theory,
symbolism and sociology and to some extent gender studies. The aim was to gain a greater
knowledge with in these fields as guidance to the final examination work. The aim was to find ways
to use colors in combination with geometric forms to illustrate or represent something other than its
actual shape.
The motive was to gather as much information as possible on the given topics. And then use that
new or improved information as a way to strengthen the intended examination project. Though
during the course of time; the intended examination project changed directions as a result of the
new knowledge gained, changing the view on the topics in general. The weeks of literature studies
resulted in a new way to view colour in relation to form. Conclusions regarding color, there are many
theories and concepts revolving color theory. Concepts that argument on the language and
representation of color, its symbolical value and how it is ought to be received or consumed.
It is clear is that perception is singular and there are no rules or theories that will or can be
implemented on individuals. Therefore one has to approach color in the sense of it being a tool of
expression, where one seldom can control the outcome of how the object or color will come to be
perceived.

Picture 6
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Picture 7

5 Development

Picture 8

During the pre-studies, there was one sketch that stood out, see picture 7. (Right corner, previous
page), it stood out because if its illusion of three-dimensionality. To follow up on that thread, the first
step was quick workshops with abstract shapes/patterns and wrinkling them; to see how it affected
the pattern, see picture 5. During this period of time the idea of a set of rules to follow was shaped.
The rules working as guidelines and as a tool within the project; tools that at a later stage, as when
finished ought to works as mediums to reach out to the viewer in the sense of it being relatable in its
colour and shapes. The guidelines were to only use the unblended colors red, yellow and blue and as
a later addition a darker shade of blue. The chosen shape; a square. See picture 9.

Picture 9
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Picture 10

After ruling out the concepts guidelines, the process of finding the proper imagery for this project
was to have multiple workshops, creating flat geometrical patterns, printing them with transfer
printing technique and then forming them to see what type of expressions one could achieve.
See picture 10. It became clear that it would be less complicated to build landscapes and formations
when the print or the so called landscapes consisted of equilateral squares in contrary to the unequal
sided squares or other geometrical shapes.; since it gave a more ordered and controlled appearance.
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Picture 11

It also became obvious that it would be more manageable to work with the equilateral square when
working digitally. The decision was made that the squares formed by lines, see picture 12, was to be
the geometrical print that were to be the one to be further developed. At this stage of the process,
the patterns were printed on a multiple types of fabrics, testing the outcomes by shaping and
layering. See picture 10. The idea of layers was discarded. See picture 11. Continuing solely with the
investigation of form.

Picture 12
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An intriguing part of working with the transfer printer is that the pure colours of red, yellow and blue
blend when overprinted, creating multiple hues and shades, which was at first was not intended. The
blending creates depth and strengthens the illusionary qualities. There for the decision was made to
keep working with the overprint, printing each unblended color at a time. See picture 13.

Picture 13

5.1 Working with equilateral square
When evaluating the samples and test prints. The thought was to choose one type of square to work
with, this due to finding a coherence within the work. The decision fell upon the equilateral square,
since it was easier to manipulate and form the 3D patterns to come,
when the square were equilateral. See picture 14.

Picture 14
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5.2 Piece One
At first the idea was to create a piece consisting of two areas, one flat with the illusion of it being
three dimensional, and then a second consisting of a three dimensional landscape, where the two
would mimic each other. After much thought, there seemed to be something lacking. It was
underdeveloped. The idea came to mind that the piece would benefit from the two different types of
surfaces being intertwined with one another. Therefore a material with the right kind of properties
needed to be constructed. The choice fell on using weaving, where one can control the binding and
the materials at use.

Picture 16

Picture 15

The first constructed weave was a simple five shaft warp faced satin, with polyester and stainless
steel in weft, warp consisting of cotton yarn, woven in a jacquard machine. See picture 15.
The interesting properties, discovered by coincidence, were that when printed on; there seems to
appear a thin layer or coating on top of the pattern, creating depth in the textile. This was not
working for this piece, since the created textile did not have the sculptural properties that was
needed. However the effect was kept in mind during the continued development.
The next constructed binding was a reinforced ten shaft weft faced satin, with the stainless steel yarn
placed on the back of the fabric. The weft consisting of polyester yarn or PVA thread.
At this point it was a matter of finding the right amount of support for the desired creases, and a
multiple of tests were done. See picture 16. Among the tests where the exploration of the woven
material consisting of a PVA weft, which was printed, and shaped with hot water. Due to the PVA,
one can mold the material which turns to plastic when being in a wet state. Unfortunately the color
bleeds and blurs and was difficult to control, therefore the idea of using PVA was discarded.
When printing and testing the material, solely using the support of the reinforced weft the piece was
lacking the needed stability for the sculpted effects. As a result the construction of a twenty shafted
weft faced satin with a reinforced back was developed, which held the support that was needed for
the sculpted parts of the material.
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5.2.1 The development of the pattern.
The first draft was developed from one of the flat geometrical patterns, printed on a polyester crepe.
By shaping and photographing the printed textile, it was digitally develop in Illustrator, following the
lines and creases of the textile. See picture 17.

Picture 17

At this stage it was necessary to see it in full scale knowing how small or large the square and
wrinkles ought to be. A test print was done in a large transfer printer to see a full scale of the piece.
When printed on a material with the proper sculpting properties it became clear that the illusionary
creases needed to be in the same material as the print was intended to printed upon. See picture 18.
The sample in picture 18 also showed that the material needed to be constructed with a matted
textured yarn. Where the glossy texture creates shadows in unwanted areas of the textile. The next
step was to go through with the same process of tracing the printed flat sketch, sculpted and brought
to the digital drawing table to create creases making them appear alike.

Picture 18
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Picture 19

Finding the right size for the square. A multiple test of scale was done, having to find the size that
would optimize the sculpted and the illusionary parts. Another matter was placing the colours, as
one can see here, see picture 19, when placing the colors in certain orders the print appeared green,
instead of having the different shades of red, blue and yellow. The tests also showed that when
having smaller squares making out the pattern the overall appearance tended to get to busy and not
supporting the illusionary qualities that was wanted.

Picture 20
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Piece two
The second piece was developed during the same time as Piece one. The idea was having an overall
print of crinkled squares, where there would just be the illusion, creating the movement within the
fabric. The idea was formed due to having a counterpart to Piece one. Just as Bittmans work, see
picture 5, and Rileys piece “Provocative Current”, see picture 4. This piece would only consist of the
illusion of movement. The idea is having “Piece One” and “Piece Two” side by side, creating yet
another possible confusion. When you have a piece that does consist of both illusion and threedimensionality placed next to a piece where there is no actual three-dimensionality, will one have to
evaluate it over a longer time period due to the piece next to it?
The first step was creating and printing flat geometrical patterns. See picture 19. Wrinkling them,
photographing the textile and tracing it digitally, creating an overall print. See picture 20-23.The
difficulties during this step is creating a convincing flow, since the desired was not having a clear
visual ending or beginning of the repeat.

Picture 21
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Picture 3

Picture 23
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Picture 24

Picture 25
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6 Result
The result of this project consists of Piece One and Piece Two. The two pieces interrelates with one
another and strengthens the visual impression of the work in general. What ties them together is the
feel of textile structures, illusionary ones and three-dimensional ones, color and form. The result and
wanted outcome of the project is also the reactions of the visitors and viewers generated by the
created textiles. As the viewers moved around the textiles, many of them stopped –looked and then
looked again. It was obvious that several if not say the greater part of the visitors felt the need to
walk around especially Piece One; to see where or if there were actual creases.

6.1 Piece One
Piece One is a jacquard woven ten shafted polyester satin on cotton warp, with a reinforced backside
– a stainless steel thread twill for support and ability to shape and form the fabric. Print applied with
transfer printing technique.

6.2 Piece Two
Piece Two is an allover print applied by transfer printing technique on a polyester crepe.

7 Presentation
The project; consisting of Piece One and Piece Two . The two pieces do work by themselves.
However, they are strengthened when presented together. The effect of having one textile which
holds both the illusion - and actual three dimensional textile surfaces and one with only the illusion
of a three dimensional textile structure; lengthens the time the observer is intrigued to look, observe
and evaluate.

Picture 26
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7.1 Piece One
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7.2 Piece Two
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8 Discussion and Reflection
The work presented strives to prolong the time one views and evaluates a pattern, print or object.
In order to do so, one has to reflect on how we as individuals review and see objects and their
surroundings. The main focus of this project has been to create prints and textiles that expands and
alters the way we view and reflect on patterns and prints in general and in particular to this project.
The question asked is how one can alter and change how we see or evaluate print. This issue has
been approached by opting to create prints and textiles with illusionary qualities that aims to make
the observer question what they are seeing.
By creating prints and textiles that holds three dimensional illusionary qualities, the intention is to
trick the eye into seeing things that does not exist in reality. When one has to evaluate if something
exists or not, we are forced to review what is in front of us. We as a society and individuals are
normally confronted with a multiple of different kind of imagery and objects in our everyday lives.
Normally we register them and continue with whatever occupies our life at the moment.
And usually we order the things we see into different categories of belonging depending on the
overall visual expression, motif and colours of the objects. By doing so, we do not reflect on why we
see things and objects in particular ways. We as individuals have been dawned in society that has
formed our beliefs, thoughts, taste and our view of the world in general. The question asked is how I
in the role of designer could have an impact on how one views their surroundings and reality.
Is it possible to change other people’s views on reality through design?
This implied that I had to create something that would not be categorized easily. And to create
something that made the viewer stop and reflect on what they were looking at.
And by doing so challenging the viewer into having to create their own take on what they were
seeing and observing; creating their own reality. A conclusion made during the beginning of the
process was that the print or textile had to an extent be made anonymous. Since color and depicting
imagery easily falls under different kinds of categories associated with gender, social or religious
status. The task was set to find a type of expression that stood free from expected imagery
belonging. Therefore the decision was made to work solely with abstract form, in this case
geometrical shapes, the square in particular, and with unblended primary color. As mentioned before
the thought is that it is easier to distance oneself from the influence of color, when the colors are
bright and unblended. (Gage, 1995, p. 79). One can state that we all have a clear concept of color and
the language of color, yet we review color; and what we actually see very individually (Albers, 2013;
Goethe, 1840 [1970]).

As stated before the three-dimensional illusionary qualities have been the far most important part of
this project, since this would be the way of achieving the goal of prolonging the observers time of
evaluation. The far most difficult part of this project has been achieving this; the illusion. It has been
an extremely time consuming way of working with the uncertainty of not knowing if the experiment
and aim would be achievable in the end.
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It has been confirmed by multiple people that the illusionary qualities of this project works.
“Constructing Reality” functions as a bridge in between the works of Bittmans textile optical illusions,
see picture 5, and Rehbergers sculptural art piece, see picture 3, since it holds both qualities. The
sculpted parts in “Piece One” are key to prolonging the gaze; and works as a trick of the eye just as
Rehbergers sculpted art piece. While “Piece Two” in the likes of Rileys “Provocative Current”, see
picture 4, is a flat print with solely the illusion of three dimensionality that prolongs the viewers gaze.
As a whole “Piece One” and “Piece Two” supports and strengthens one another, creating a greater
amount of time of evaluation since they create yet another possible confusion for the viewer.
Although being great together the two pieces of this work has strong individual qualities and are
solid enough to be presented on their own; since they present different types of possible experiences
for the viewer.
Piece One, which contains both the illusion of three dimensionality and actual three dimensionality
confused the viewer, forcing the viewer to walk around the piece. Making them evaluate if it was
solely illusion or solely sculpted parts. This confusion made people question what they
were looking at. Goal achieved. Regarding both pieces; a reaction that I did not take in to account
before having people look at my work. Was that when people got confused; people started using
their other senses then just their eyesight. They started to actively gather information of what they
were seeing by communicating amongst each other and touching the textiles; evaluating,
re-evaluating and making up their own mind; constructing their own reality.
One cannot control how people will receive design, which is the core question asked throughout this
process. But by challenging the boundaries of people´s cognitive ability to explore their surroundings;
one can try and expand the boarders of how we evaluate our society, ourselves and our reality. Since
putting my work on display, having people being confronted with the textiles. I dare say that it
worked on an experimental level both at the exhibition and the opposition. People did question what
they could see and what they could not see. Therefore I do believe that it is possible to change the
way we view reality and design. The question is now; to what extent?
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